**Reserved Student Study Space for May 2019**

**Revision Week - Week Beginning 29/04/2019**

- **Arts Building**
  - AB1.218: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)
  - AB1.219: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)
  - AB1.321: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)

- **Buchanan Building**
  - BUC:103 Classroom (capacity 18)
  - BUC:215 Classroom (capacity 16)
  - BUC:216 Classroom (capacity 26)

**St Mary's College**
- SMC: Lecture Room 3 (capacity 30)

**United College**
- UCO:50 Classroom (capacity 23)
- UCO:54 Classroom (capacity 16)

**Gateway Building**
- GWY: Seminar Room 3 (capacity 16)

**Maths Building**
- MAT: Tutorial Room 10 (capacity 14)
- MAT: Tutorial Room 11 (capacity 11)
- MAT: Tutorial Room 38 (capacity 24)

**Medical Sciences Building**
- Tutorial Rooms: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13 (capacity 12)

**Please Note That the Rooms Below Are Not Available on 6th May Due to the Bank Holiday**

**Exams Week - Week Beginning 06/05/2019**

- **Arts Building**
  - AB1.218: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)
  - AB1.219: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)
  - AB1.321: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)

- **Buchanan Building**
  - BUC:103 Classroom (capacity 18)
  - BUC:215 Classroom (capacity 16)
  - BUC:216 Classroom (capacity 26)

- **St Mary's College**
  - SMC: Lecture Room 3 (capacity 30)

- **United College**
  - UCO:50 Classroom (capacity 23)
  - UCO:54 Classroom (capacity 16)

- **Gateway Building**
  - GWY: Seminar Room 3 (capacity 16)

- **Maths Building**
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 10 (capacity 14)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 11 (capacity 11)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 38 (capacity 24)

**Exams Week - Week Beginning 13/05/2019**

- **Arts Building**
  - AB1.218: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)
  - AB1.219: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)
  - AB1.321: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)

- **Buchanan Building**
  - BUC:103 Classroom (capacity 18)
  - BUC:215 Classroom (capacity 16)
  - BUC:216 Classroom (capacity 26)

- **St Mary's College**
  - SMC: Lecture Room 3 (capacity 30)

- **United College**
  - UCO:50 Classroom (capacity 23)
  - UCO:54 Classroom (capacity 16)

- **Gateway Building**
  - GWY: Seminar Room 3 (capacity 16)

- **Maths Building**
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 10 (capacity 14)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 11 (capacity 11)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 38 (capacity 24)

**Exams Week - Week Beginning 20/05/2019**

- **Arts Building**
  - AB1.218: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)
  - AB1.219: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)
  - AB1.321: Arts Seminar (capacity 24)

- **Buchanan Building**
  - BUC:103 Classroom (capacity 18)
  - BUC:215 Classroom (capacity 16)
  - BUC:216 Classroom (capacity 26)

- **St Mary's College**
  - SMC: Lecture Room 3 (capacity 30)

- **United College**
  - UCO:50 Classroom (capacity 23)
  - UCO:54 Classroom (capacity 16)

- **Gateway Building**
  - GWY: Seminar Room 3 (capacity 16)

- **Maths Building**
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 10 (capacity 14)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 11 (capacity 11)
  - MAT: Tutorial Room 38 (capacity 24)

**Please Note That the Study Space Capacity is Less Than the Given Teaching Capacity**